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Model Code N8158
revision 03 of 22-07-10 (cancelles the previous one)

Designer: CENTRO STUDI NICOLETTI 

Structure: Pinewood, multilayer and plywood covered with polyurethane 
foam. 

Spring system: Elastic webbing 

Seat Padding: Ecologic polyurethane foam covered with 100% 
polyester layer 

Back Padding: Ecologic polyurethane foam covered with 100% 
polyester layer 

Arm Interior: Ecologic polyurethane foam covered with 100% polyester 
layer 

Removability: Not available. Detachable seat cushions. 

Sewing: Leather coverings feasible with contrast stitchings in the 
colours available; cuts and sewings vary on microfibre (or fabric) 
coverings. 

Standard feet: Dark walnut coloured beech-wood P25 feet h 6 cm, 
available also in black, cherry, rosewood, light walnut, silver and natural. 
Some versions may be equipped with hidden feet with a supporting 
structural function. 

________ 
With the reservation of carrying � for production purposes and without 
advanced notices � modifications on the materials, coverings and 
dimensions of the product as indicated in the relevant specification. The 
given dimensions and volume are of indicative value being subject to the 
production process tolerances. 

Density of seat and back  

Markets  Seat Back 

I 35 30 
D - NL - CH 35 hard 30 hard 
USA 35 soft 30 soft 
GB - California 35 fire retardart soft 30 fire retardart soft 
Others 35 30 
   

   

Coverings  

  suggested  not suggested  not possible  
thick leathers � 
thin elastic leathers � 
natual leathers � 
fabric � 
microfibre � 
By Cust  � 
leather + split � 
DeLuxe � 
multicovering � 
multicolour � 
Please note: for not removable models, only one colour fabric 
covers are available.  

   

Ottoman 

540

Feet 

P25
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 fold following the dotted line  

 fold following the dotted line  

n_windsor
L Lenght - H Height - D Depth - SH Seat Height - SD Seat Depth

dimensions 
version code 
Description 

L 113 
H74 D98 SH48 SD- 

100 

chair  

L 178 
H74 D98 SH48 SD- 

200 

2 seater  

L 230 
H74 D98 SH48 SD- 

346 

3/3 seater  

L 62 
H49 D62 SH- SD- 

540 

ottoman  
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